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INTRODUCTION 
Let C denote an irreducible, algebraic curve defined over an algebraically 
closed field k of arbitrary characteristic. Let P be a singular point of C, and let@ 
denote the local ring at P. We shall let .'7:@ = @0 ---+ @1 ---+ @2 ---+ ··· denote the 
blow up sequence of@. We shall denote the multiplicity of the semilocal ring 
(!)i by p.(&;). Then {p.(&;)};;;.o is called the multiplicity sequence of@. A knowledge 
of this sequence (especially when C is unibranched at P) gives us a crude picture 
of the nature of the singularity of C at P. Thus, it is natural to ask how we might 
characterize the multiplicity sequence {p.( (!) ;)} of Cat Pin terms of other geometric 
objects which can be canonically associated with P. 
In [6, 7, 3] just such a characterization in terms of higher differentials was 
discussed. Briefly, the theory is as follows: Let@ denote the completion of@ and, 
let B denote the integral closure of @ in its total quotient ring. Let DaNE) 
denote the B-module of n-th order t2-differentials on B. Because (!) is excellent, 
.'7 is finite. This implies that for n sufficiently large, D~n(B) has the following 
form: 
r 
D8t(B) = EB I(V,jt2). (1) 
i=l 
Here r is the number of branches of c which are centered at P; vl , ... , Vr are 
the completions of the discrete rank one valuation rings in the function field of C 
which dominate @; and I(V1jt2), j = 1, ... , r, are finitely generated V;-modules 
defined by the following short exact sequences: 
(2) 
The map (J in (2) is just the usual multiplication map: O(L:ex vex @@ v~) =Lex vexv~ • 
Since V1 is a principal ideal domain, each I(V1jt2) has a natural set of invariant 
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factors associated with it. Thus, D&n(B) has a natural set of invariant factors 
associated with it. In [3], it was shown how the invariant factors of D~NB) can 
be used to obtain the multiplicity sequence {tL(lD;)} of@. The interested reader is 
referred to the above mentioned references for the details of this theory. 
The theory as presented in [3] has two principal disadvantages which we would 
like to discuss. The first disadvantage is that the theory cannot handle non-
excellent curve singularities. Recall that a local domain @ of dimension one is 
said to be a nonexcellent curve singularity (see [2]) if the completion @ of@ 
contains nontrivial nilpotent elements. If @ is nonexcellent, then the module 
De;n(B) appearing in equation (1) is not finitely generated over B. Thus, no set of 
invariant factors is available. So, the description in (3] given for excellent local 
rings is not possible in the nonexcellent case. The second disadvantage to the 
theory in [3] is that it is very complicated. One must first determine the invariant 
factors of D@n(B) which is not in general easy to do, and then by a series of 
complicated steps (discussed in (3]), determine the multiplicity sequence from 
these invariant factors. It would be much nicer if we could associate directly 
with each lD; in!/ a differential object from which one could easily compute the 
multiplicity of lD; . 
In this paper, we present a theory which overcomes both disadvantages 
discussed above. The theory is valid for any Noetherian, one-dimensional, local 
domain @ such that the residue class field k of @ is algebraically closed and 
contained in(!). Computations in the new theory are simpler than those in [3), 
and, yet, the central point of (3] is still preserved. Namely, that there are a finite 
number of differential objects which can be canonically associated with @ and 
which completely determine the multiplicity sequence of@. 
Before stating our result, we need some additional notation. If A is a local 
ring and M a finitely generated A-module, then we shall let yA(M) denote the 
minimum number of elements of M which generate M as an A-module. If 
A = E8;=1 Ai is a finite direct sum of local rings Ai , and M is a finitely generated 
A-module, then Mi = MAi is a finitely generated Armodule. In this setting, 
we define YA(M) by the following formula: YA(M) = L:;=l YA (Mi)· The main 
' result of this paper can now be stated in the following form: 
THEOREM. Let @ be a Noetherian, local domain of dimension one. Assume the 
residue class field k of@ is algebraically closed and contained in @.Let !/:@ = 
@0 --+ @1 --+ @2 --+ · · · be the blow up sequence for @. Let r denote the number of 
maximal ideals in the integral closure (fj of@, and let t be a uniformizing parameter of 
@. Let c be the smallest, nonnegative integer N such that t E @N, and (0N has r 
distinct maximal ideals. Then for all integers n sufficiently large the following 
equations hold: 
if i ~ c 
if i < c (3) 
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In equation (3), me and m; denote the completions of {!)c and{!); respectively. 
s = EB;~1 k[[t;]], where t; is the image oft in each local summand of me. 
PRELIMINARIES 
All rings in this paper will be commutative and associative. Throughout this 
entire paper,{!) will denote a Noetherian, local domain of dimension one. We shall 
let k denote the residue class field of{!). We assume k is algebraically closed, and 
that {!) contains a field which is isomorphic to k under the natural map {!) --+ k. 
Briefly, we shall say that k is contained in@. 
If A is any ring, we shall denote by K(A) the total quotient ring of A. We shall 
identify A with its image in K(A) and write A C K(A). We shall let@ denote the 
integral closure of{!) inK({!)). It follows from [II; (33.2), (33.10)] that@ is a 
Noetherian, semilocal domain of dimension one. We shall let m and m1 , ... , mr 
denote the maximal ideals of{!) and @ respectively. Then for all j = !, ... , r, 
f2/m; = {!)jm = k. 
We shall let V; = @m., j = I, ... , r denote the localization of@ at m;. Each 
V; is a discrete rank on~ valuation ring dominating {!). Since @ is a Dedekind 
domain with finitely many maximal ideals, @ is a principal ideal domain. In 
particular, the Jacobson radical m1m2 · · · m, of@ is generated by some element t. 
One easily sees that the maximal ideal of each V; is generated by t. For this 
reason, we shall refer to t as a uniformizing parameter of @. 
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the contents of [9], and we 
shall use much of the notation from that paper. In particular, if A is any 
Noetherian, semilocal, Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension one, I an open ideal 
in A, and Man A-module, then we shall denote by A 1 the blow up of I in A, 
by fL(A) the multiplicity of the Jacobson radical of A, and by AA(M) the length 
of the A-module M. Note that an element x E I is /-transversal if and only if x 
is regular, and fL(l) = AA(AjxA). Also, if x is a regular element in A, and if M 
is a finitely generated A-submodule of A (the integral closure of A in K(A)) such 
that M contains a regular element of A, then AA(AjxA) = ,\A(MjxM). The 
reader is referred to [9] for the proofs of these assertions. 
As in the Introduction, we shall let Y: {!) = {!)0 --+ t!J1 --+ t!J2 ---+ .. • denote the 
blow up sequence of{!). Each ring {!)i+1 in ,y; is derived from {!)i by blowing up 
the Jacobson radical ]; of{!); , i.e., {!)i+1 = e{;. It readily follows from this fact 
that each {!)i is a semilocal ring, a finitely generated @-module and a subring of 
@. The arrows in Yare just natural inclusions, and, thus, we have U,;;0 t!J; C @. 
The sequence of natural numbers {f.L({!);)};;;o will be called the multiplicity 
sequence of{!), We shall say that Y is finite if there exists an i :): 0 such that 
{!); = {!)i+I = @i+2 = .... We shall say the {f.L({!);)};;;o stabilizes at some number 
C :): 0 if fL({!)c) = fL({!)c+l) = .... 
Let t!'; denote the completion of{!); with respect to ]; . Then it follows from 
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[9; Cor. 1.2] that Y: tfl = ifl0 --+ ifl1 --+ ifl2 --+ ·· · is the blow up sequence for the 
local ring tfl in K( £B). By flatness, the arrows in !J can again be thought of as 
inclusions. Since fL((I)i) = fL(@i), we can replace Y by !J when computing the 
multiplicity sequence of m. 
We shall need the notion of a branch sequence for (1), Let m1 (j = 1, ... , r) be 
a fixed maximal ideal of@. Then for every i ~ 0, m(i,j) = m1 n (l)i is a maximal 
ideal of (l)i. Thus, we can form the local ring (l)i.i = ((l)i)m(i.i) ((l)i localized at 
m(i,j)). So, for each j = 1, ... , r, we have a sequence of local rings and local 
homomorphisms .9;: (I) = (1)0 ,1 --+ (l)l.i--+ (1)2,1 --+ .... The arrows in Y; are mono-
morphisms induced by the inclusions m1 n (l)i C m1 n (l)i+I. One easily sees that 
Ui;>O (l)i.i C Vj. It follows from (9, p. 663] that g; is a quadratic sequence 
([I; (3.2)]) of (1). The r-sequences ~ , ... , ~are called the branch sequences of m. 
Suppose A and Bare two rings with Ban A-algebra. Then we have a natural 
map 8: B ®A B--+ B, called the multiplication map, which is defined by 
8(L,"' b"' ® b:) = L,"' b"'b:. We shall let I(B(A) denote the kernel of the map 8. 
If we view B ®A Bas a B-algebra via its left factor, then I(B/A) is a B-algebra 
which is generated as a B-module by the set {I @A b- b ®A I I bE B}. We can 
define an A-module map o: B --+I(B/A) by setting o(b) = I ®A b- b ®A I. 
The map o is often referred to as the canonical Taylor series map. 
If B is an A-algebra, then we shall let DAn( B) denote the B-module of n-th 
order A-differentials on B. For each n ~I, DAn(B) = I(B/A)/I(BJA)n+1• The 
modules DAn( B) are well studied objects and have many interesting geometric 
properties. The pertinent facts about D A n(B) which we shall use in this paper can 
all be found in [10] or [12]. 
Besides the YA(M) notation mentioned in the Introduction, we shall have 
occasion to use the notation [M: A]. When M is a free A-module, its rank will 
be denoted by [ M : A]. 
MAIN RESULTS 
Before presenting the principal theorems of this section, we give a few 
examples which illustrate the various pathologies which can arise when studying 
multiplicity sequences. Since the general case is easily reduced to the uni-
branched case ((I) is unibranched, if r = 1), we give examples which are uni-
branched. 
ExAMPLE I. We have those examples ansmg from classical algebraic 
geometry. Namely, let C denote an irreducible algebraic curve defined over an 
algebraically closed field k. Suppose P is a singular point of C such that C has 
exactly one branch centered at P. (A concrete example is the plane curve 
C: X 2 = Y 3 with P being the origin). If (I) denotes the local ring at P, then (I) 
is unibranched. Since (I) is a localizarion of some finitely generated integral 
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domain over k, @is excellent. In particular, iJj is a finitely generated @-module, rJJ 
is reduced and!/' is finite. (As is well known, @i = iJj fori sufficiently large when 
@is excellent). These classic unibranched examples were studied in [7] and are 
the simplest of the rings to be studied in this paper. I 
If @ is unibranched, it need not follow that rJJ is reduced nor that !/' is finite. 
The following class of examples which can be found in [2] illustrates this point: 
EXAMPLE II: Schmidt Rings. Let p be a prime whole number and let R0 
denote any discrete rank one valuation ring of characteristic p such that the 
completion 1?.0 of R0 has infinite transcendence degree over R0 • In order to give 
examples which fit the context of this paper, we can assume R0 contains an 
algebraically closed field k which is isomorphic to its residue class field. To give 
concrete examples of such rings R0 is quite easy. Let Z denote the integers, and 
set k = (Zf pZ), the algebraic closure of the field Zf pZ. Let T be an indeter-
minate over k. Set R0 = k[T](r) (k[T] localized at the maximal ideal generated 
by T). Then R0 is a discrete rank one valuation ring whose completion 1?.0 = 
k[[T]] is just the formal power series ring over k in the variable T. A simple 
counting argument shows that 1?.0 has infinite transcendence degree over R0 • 
Now letf1 , ... ,fn be elements in 1?.0 which are algebraically independent over 
R0 • Let e1 , ... ,en be positive integers and set gi = ff'i, i = 1, ... , n. Let 
v0 : K(f?.0)---+ Z U { oo} denote a canonical valuation determined by R0 , and let 
T1 , ... , Tn be indeterminates over K(R0). Then we have the following sequence of 
maps: 
(4) 
The first map on the left in (4) is, of course, an inclusion. a is defined by a(Ti) = 
gi. The maps in (4) define a discrete rank one valuation on K(R0[T1 , ••• , Tn]) 
which we shall denote by v. Thus, if ex is a uniformizing parameter for R0 , we 
can define v by 
(5) 
Here h(T1 , ••• , Tn) E R0[T1 , ••• , Tn], and ord"{f(ex)} denotes the order of the 
power series f (ex) in R0 • 
Let R denote the valuation ring of v. Via a, K(R0[T1 , ••• , Tn]) can be imbedded 
in K(R0) as the field K(R0[g1 , ••. , gnD· We then have R0 C R C R0 • One easily 
checks that if ex is a uniformizing parameter of R0 , then ex is also a uniformizing 
parameter of R. One can also check that R0 and R have the same residue class 
field k. Therefore, the completion 1?. of R is isomorphic to R0 , and we identify 
these two rings. 
Now set@ = R[/1 , ... ,fn]· We note that no fi is an element of R since K(R) = 
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K(R0[g1 , ••• , gn]). Thus, R ~@ C R0 . Since jj'i = g; E R, we see that (f! is a 
finitely generated R-module. It readily follows that (f! is a Noetherian, local 
domain of dimension one. 
We next note that (f! is unibranched. To see this, let z E @. Then z = 
g(/1 , ... ,jn)/h(f1 , ... ,fn)· Here g, hE K(R)[T1 , ... , Tn]· Thus, zP' E K(R) for 
some e sufficiently large. Since z is integral over@, and (f! is integral over R, zP• 
is integral of R. Since R is normal, we conclude zP• E R. Now suppose M 1 and 
M 2 are two maximal ideals of @. Let z E M 1 • Then zP• E M 1 n R which is the 
unique maximal ideal of R. Therefore, zP' E M 1 n R = M 2 n R. In particular, 
z E M 2 • Thus, M 1 = M 2 , and we conclude that (f! is unibranched. This 
example of a unibranched local domain is quite different from the classical 
examples presented in Example I. In the first place, t9 in Example II is not 
reduced. To see this, we use the fact that (f! is a finitely generated R-module. 
Thus, the completion t9 of (f! can be computed by the following string of isomor-
phsims: 
(6) 
Here, xl , ... , xn are indeterminates, and Y; = xi-/; E R[Xl , ... , Xn]· Thus, 
we see t9 contains nontrivial nilpotent elements. 
The blow up sequence of (f! in this example is not finite, nor is De/( B), B the 
integral closure of t9 in K( t9), a finitely generated B-module for any i ?: 1. These 
facts readily follow from Theorem 1 of this paper. Thus, the theory as presented 
in (3] is totally inapplicable in this example. I 
The examples presented in Example II are typical specimens of nonexcellent 
curve singularities in characteristic p. Such curve singularities are also present in 
characteristic zero as the following example found in [5] illustrates: 
EXAMPLE III. Let IC denote the field of complex numbers and set@= IC<{X}>. 
That is, @ is the ring of convergent power series in an indeterminate X over IC. 
@is a regular local ring whose completion is the power series ring IC[[X]]. Let 
L be any free IC[[X]]-module of rank r ?: 1, and let e1 , ... , er be a basis of L. 
Now it is well-known that K(@) has infinite transcendence degree over IC. Thus, 
we can find elements { S;; I i = 1, ... , r, j ?: 1} in X@ such that the set { dX, ds;; I i = 
1, ... , r,j?: 1} is a vector space basis of Dc1(K(@)). Here d: K(@)-. Dc1(K(@)) is 
the canonicaliC-derivation given by d(x) = (1 ®c x- x ®c 1) + I(K(@)(IC)2• 
We can now define a first order IC-derivation D:@--+ K(@) ®-mL by the following 
formulas: 
D(X) = 0, (7) 
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Set {!) = {x E@ I D(x) EL}. Then it is proven in [5] that {!) is a Noetherian, 
local domain of dimension one whose integral closure in K( {!)) is precisely @. 
Thus, {!) is unibranched. The completion @ of {!) is just the trivial extension 
IC[[X]] ffiL of IC[[X]] by L. In particular, L2 = 0, and, consequently,@ contains 
nontrivial nilpotent elements. 
Thus, {!) is an example of a nonexcellent curve singularity in characteristic 
zero. Again, the blow up sequence !/ for this {!) is not finite, nor is D'J/(B) 
finitely generated for any i ;;?; 1. I 
There are many other examples of nonexcellent curve singularities sprinkled 
throughout the literature, but the examples we have presented here illustrate the 
basic features of such rings. 
We now proceed with the main results of this paper. We begin with the 
following well-known proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. U;;)o {!)i = @. 
Proof. The same proof as in [1; (4.1)] gives us that U;:>o {!);,; = V; for each 
j = 1 , ... , r. Let X Em. Since @ = n;~l V; ' X is in each V; 0 Thus, there exists 
anN sufficiently large such that x E {!)N,i for allj = 1, ... , r. Since {m(N,j) I j = 
1, ... , r} are all the maximal ideals (not necessarily distinct) of {!) N , we conclude 
that X E {!)N = n;~l {!)N,i 0 Thus, @ c U.;;.o {!)i 0 Since the opposite inclusion is 
obvious, the proof is complete. I 
COROLLARY. There exists a nonnegative integer N such that t E {!)N, and 
{m(N,j) lj = 1, ... , r} are all distinct maximal ideals of{!)N. 
Throughout the rest of this paper we shall let c denote the smallest, non-
negative integer N for which the conclusions of the Corollary to Proposition 1 
are satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 2. For c as defined above, the following facts are true: 
@ V; is the integral closure of {!)c,i in K({!)c,;) for each j = 1, ... , r. 
@ @c = @c,l ffi ... ffi @c,r · 
© &c,i = k[[t;]] ffi p(c,j). Here t; is the image oft under the natural projection 
1T;: @c-->- &c.i given by@. p(c,j) is the unique minimal prime of&c,i. 
Proof. Let @c,; denote the integral closure of {!)c.; in K({!)c,;) = K({!)). Then we 
have {!) c C {!) c,; C me,; C V; C K( {!)). It follows from [11; (33.2), (33.1 0)] that @c,; 
is a Noetherian, semilocal domain. Thus, (fjc.i is a Dedekind domain. Since V; is 
a discrete rank one valuation ring containing mc.i , there exists a maximal ideal A 
of me,; such that V; = (0c,;).K (0c,; localized at A). Suppose me,; contains a 
second maximal ideal A 1 =FA. Then (0c,;).K1 is a discrete rank one valuation 




:J @. Since@ is also a 
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Dedekind domain, we conclude that (ifje,J,u, = V1 for some l 7'= j. Thus, 
me,; C VI fl V;. 
Now let M(c,j) denote the maximal ideal of me,;. Then m(c,j) = M(c,j) n me. 
But M(c,j) C A 1 C A 1 V1 = m; . Therefore, m(c,j) C m(c, l). Since these are 
both maximal ideals of me, we conclude that m(c,j) = m(c, l). This last equality 
is impossible by our choice of c. Thus, ifje.i has only one maximal ideal A, and, 
therefore, ifje.; = (ifje,;Lu = V1 • This proves @. 
In @,@ e,i , of course, denotes the completion of the local ring me.; with respect 
to its maximal ideal M(c,j). Thus, @ is well known. A proof can be found in 
[11; (17.7)]. 
As for©, mc.i is unibranched by@ and contains the uniformizing parameter 
of V1 • It now follows from [5; p. 299] that me.; when reduced is isomorphic to 
V1 ,..._, k[[t1]]. Thus, mc.J = k[[t1]] EB p(c,j) where p(c,j) is the nilradical of 
me,;. Since me,;/ p(c,j) ~ k[[t1]], we see that p(c,j) is the unique minimal prime 
of me,j. This completes the proof of©. I 
We note in passing that once the maximal ideals { m( c, j) [j = I, ... , r} are all 
distinct in me' then the maximal ideals {m(i,j) lj = 1, ... , r} are all distinct in 
every m;, i > c. Thus, Proposition 2 holds for every m;, i ~ c. We can therefore 
write, 
r r 
mi = EB mi.J = EB {k[[t;]] EB p(i,j)} when i? c. (8) 
J~l J~l 
As in the statement of Proposition 2, we shall let 1r1: d5;---+ mu denote the natural 
projection of m; onto m;.;. Then in equation (8), t1 = 1r1(t), and p(i,j) is the 
unique minimal prime of mi,J . 
We further note that when i ? c, then @i+1 is obtained from m; by blowing up 
each piece m;,; of m; . Since m;,; = k[[t1]] E8 p(i,j), one easily sees that t1 is a 
transversal for the maximal ideal m(i,j)d5;,; of m;,; . Thus, we blow up m;,; by 
dividing by t1 • 
PROPOSITION 3. For all i ? c, and for all j = 1, ... , r the following statements 
are true: 
@ &;,;is a free k[[t1]]-module of rank p,(d5;,;). 
® p,(d5;,1) = p,(mc,J)· 
Proof. Fix i ~ c, and j = 1, ... , r. Consider d5;,; which has the form&;,; = 
k[[t1]] EB p(i,j). Let /1 , ... , lw be elements of p(i,j) such that (11 , ... , lw) = p(i,j). 
Since each!~ is nilpotent, there exists a positive integer N such that p(i,j)N = 0. 
One easily sees that S = {!~ .. · !~ I I ~ q ~ N- l} U {I} is a set of generators 
.... 1 Q .... .... 
of mi.J over k[[t1]]. Since t1 is not a zero-divisor in m;,; , we conclude that mi.J is a 
finitely generated, torsion free k[[t1]]-module. Thus, @i.i is a free k[[t1]]-module of 
finite rank. 
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An easy application of the projection formula [I4; Cor. I, p. 299] gives us 
[ &;,1 : k[[t1]]] = tL(t1&i.i)· Now t1 is a transversal for m(i,j)&;,1 • Thus, from the 
comments made in the Preliminaries of this paper, we have tL(t1&;, 1) = 
A(V (lB;,;/t;lB;,;) = fL(m(i,j)lB;, 1) = fl-(&;, 1). This concludes the proof of@. I~ order to prove @, we make the remarks before Proposition 3 a little more 
explicit. Let i ~ c and fix j = I, ... , r. Consider the local ring @i+l,i . As mentioned 
before, @i+l.i is a quadratic transform of &;,1 . To see this, we note that from the 
remarks in (3.2.6) of [I], it follows that there exists a unique quadratic transform 
m;,j of mi,j such that the resulting diagram is cartesian: 
(9) 
Furthermore, the map 1JI in (9) induces an isomorphism on completions. Now 
m;,j has the following form: 
(10) 
That is&;,; is constructed by first blowing up the maximal ideal m(i,j)&;,J, and 
then localizing the resulting ring at some maximal ideal T. Now @i.i = 
k[[t;]] E8 p(i,j) implies that the blow up in the brackets in equation (10) is found 
by dividing by t; . In particular, lB'f'fn&,,; is already a local ring. Thus, equation 
(10) becomes: 
(11) 
Since &;:Ji·1,&'..; is a finitely generated &i.i-module, equation (II) implies that 
&;,1 is a complete local ring. Thus, via lJI, @i+l.i ~ &;,1 . Therefore, we can 
identify @i+l,i with the blow up of @i.i . Thus, @i+l.i = k[[t1]] E8 p(i + I ,j) 
with p(i + l,j) just the strict transform of p(i,j). 
It is now easy to see that the following facts are true: 
(i) @i+l.i is the blow up of mu 
(ii) 
(iii) 
mi.i c mi+l.i c K(&;,j) 
@i+l,i is a finitely generated &;,;-module 
Now if i ~ c, then @c,i C &;,; C K(&c,;) by (12, ii). Thus we have 
(12) 
(13) 
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Now the inclusions k C rftc.; C rftu imply the following inequalities are satisfied: 
(14) 
Since t; is a transversal for m(i,j)rfti.i, the last expression on the right in (14) is 
just p..(rft;,;). As proven in @, rft;,; is a free k[[t;]]-moduie of rank p..(rft;,;)· We 
conclude that ilk(rft;,;/t;rft;,;) = p..(rftu)· Now equation (13) implies that p..(rftc,;) = 
p..(rft;,;), and this completes the proof of @. I 
CoROLLARY. The multiplicity sequence {p..((IJ;)};;;,0 stabilizes at c. 
Proof. Since p..((IJ;) = L;~1 p..(rft;.;) when i ::?: c the result follows immediately 
from Proposition 3, @. I 
We note that if (I) is a unibranched singularity as in Example I, i.e., the classical 
case, then the multiplicity sequence {p..( (I);)} stabilizes after a finite number of terms 
at value 1. This follows from the well known fact that Y' is finite and stabilizes 
at the discrete rank one valuation ring @. If (I) is a unibranched, nonexcellent 
curve singularity such as in Examples II or III, then{p..((IJ;)} stabilizes with a value 
greater than one. For instance, the reader can easily verify that in Example II, 
{p..((IJ;)} has limit r where ex = L:;~l e;. 
In the nonexcellent case, Y' is not finite. The following theorem gives us a 
differential criterion for deciding when the blow up sequence is finite. 
THEOREM 1. Let (I) be a Noetherian, local domain of dimension one. Assume 
that the residue class field k of (I) is algebraically closed and contained in {I). Let (rj 
be the integral closure of (I) in K((l)), and let Y' be the blow up sequence for (lj_ Then 
the following statements are equivalent. 
® @ is reduced 
@ (rj is a finitely generated (I)-module 
© Y' is finite 
@ D(!in( @) is a finitely generated m-module for all n sufficiently large. 
Proof. The fact that @, @ and © are equivalent is well known. Proofs can 
be found in [II] and [14]. 
We shall argue that@ is equivalent to the rest. If//' is finite, then (rj is a finitely 
generated (I)-module. In particular, (rj is a homomorphic image of some poly-
nomial ring (IJ[X1 , ... , X 11 ] over (1). It now follows easily from well known facts in 
[12] that D(!)n(@) is a finitely generated m-module for all n ::?: 1. Thus, © implies 
@. 
Suppose D0 n(@) is a finitely generated m-module for all n sufficiently large. 
Since D0 n(@) ®m V; ""D0 n(V;), we conclude that D0n(V;) is a finitely generated 
V;-module for all n sufficiently large. Now the inclusions @ C me.; C V; imply 
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that there exists a V;-surjective homomorphism a: l(Vij([!) -+ l(Vif([!e)· a 
induces a surjective map ii: Dmn( Vi)-+ D~ (Vi)· Thus, we conclude that 
D~ (Vi) is a finitely generated Vrmodule for ~II n sufficiently large. 
N~w we have noted in Proposition 2 @ that (IJe.i is unibranched with integral 
closure Vj . Suppose that we show © implies © for unibranched domains @. 
Then it follows that the blow up sequence for each ([!e.i, j = !, ... , r, is finite. 
From our remarks following Proposition 2, we can conclude that the blow up 
sequence Y of([! is finite. Thus, we are reduced to proving the theorem in the 
case that ([! is unibranched. 
Now assume([! is unibranched and Dmn(@) is a finitely generated m-module for 
all n sufficiently large. Set B = (ij @e;@. It follows from [5; Cor. 4.3] and 
[8; 5.9.4] that B is the integral closure of m in K(([!) ®m@. A sufficiently large 
blow up me of m has the form me = k[[t]] ffi Pe where Pe is the nilradical of me . 
Therefore, K(m) = K(me) = K(k[[t]] ffi Pc)· It readily follows from this fact that 
K(m) "'K(@) ®m@. Hence, we can identify B with the integral closure of min 
K(m). 
Now it follows from [12; Thm. 13] that Dmn(@) ®m m is isomorphic to D8/(B) 
as B-modules. Thus, D@n(B) is a finitely generated B-module for all n sufficiently 
large. We shall show that this last fact implies!? and hence Y is finite. 
If we replace([! by@; in the previous arguments, we get (ij ®m. m; is the integral 
closure of m; in K(m;) = K(m). Thus, B = (ij ®(I) m; for ~ny i ;? 0. Now 
consider the following commutative diagram. ' 
( 15) 
Here a; is the natural map defined by a;(b ®& b') = b ®& b'. Since m C @i, a; 
is a surjective, left B-module homomorphism. One easily che~ks that a;(I(Bjm)) = 
l(Bjm;)· Thus, for every n, a; induces a surjective B-module map ii;: DJ;n(B) -+ 
D~?(B). In particular, D6-(B) is a finitely generated B-module for all n sufficiently 
large, and for all i ;? 0. ' 
Now for i = c, me = k[[t]] ffi Pe. If Pe = (0), then !? obviously stabilizes 
at c. Suppose Pe =!= (0). Then it follows from [2; (4.4.4)] that B ( =@®(/) me) has 
the form B = k[[t]] ffi f!JJ where :Y = {xjt~ I x E Pc, a ;? 0}. Since p: is nil-
potent of finite index, say N, we conclude that flJN = (0). This last remark 
implies that l(Bfmc) is nilpotent. To see this, we note that l(Bfmc) is generated as 
a left B-module by elements of the form o(x), X E B. Here o: B-+ l(Bfmc) is the 
canonical Taylor series map o(x) = I ®& x - x ®& I. Since B = k[[t]] ffi flJ, 
any element X in B can be written in the 'form X = y + z withy E k[[t]] c me, 
and z E :?JJ. Therefore, o(x) = o(z). 
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Thus, I(BftPc) can be written as the following sum: 
I(BftPc) = L B8(z). (16) 
zeflJ' 
Since f!JJN = (0), equation (16) implies that I(BftPc)2N+1 = (0). Thus, I(BftPc) is 
nilpotent. In particular, I(BftPc) = D§-(B) for all n sufficiently large. Therefore, 
we conclude that I(BftPc) is a finitely generated B-module. From (16), we then 
get that there exists a finite number of elements z1 , •.. , Za E f!JJ such that the 
following equation is true: 
IX 
I(BftPc) = L B8(z;). (17) 
J~l 
Now since successive blow ups of tPc are obtained by successively dividing by 
t, we see that there exists an integer w ?o c such that z1 , ... , Za E tPw. Let ac,w 
denote the natural map from B ®& B-+ B ®& B. Using the same argument as 
in diagram (15), we get c w 
But this last sum is zero since z1 E <fiw . Thus, B ®& B ~B. It now follows 
from [4; Prop. 3] that B is a finitely generated tPw-mod~le. But then B = tPw by 
[13; Cor. 4.2]. Since this same argument works for any i ?ow, we conclude that 
tPw = tPw+l = ···. That is, Y stabilizes at w. Since tensoring over (f) with tP is 
faithfully flat, we conclude that Y stabilizes at w. Thus, D(!)n(&) being finitely 
generated as an &-module for all n sufficiently large implies Y is finite, and the 
proof of Theorem 1 is complete. I 
We have previously observed in Proposition 3, that {!L( @i)} stabilizes at c with 
value fL( (f) c)· In terms of differentials, this number can be computed by the follow-
ing theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let (f) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem I. Set 
r 
S = EB k[[t;]] C tPc. 
i~l 
Then for all integers n sufficiently large and for all i ?o c, we have 
(19) 
Proof. Since tPc ®s tPc ~ EB;,z~1 (fPc,; ®s tPc.z), one easily sees that I(tPcfS) = 
EB;~I I(tPc,j/k[[t;]]) EB { E8;,.z tPc.i ®s tPc,z}. 
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This fact readily implies the following equation: 
r 
Dsn(me) = EB D~[[t;ll(me,;) for all n ~ 1. (20) 
i~l 
Thus, equation (20) implies that y@ (D8 n(f2e)) = L;~l y@ (DZ[[t.JJ(f2e,;)). Now let c c,i,., :1 
i ~ c and fixj = I, ... , r. We have seen previously that (!Je.i = k[[t1]] EB p(c,j) 
with p(c,j) nilpotent. The same argument used in Theorem I implies that 
I(lDe.;/k[[t1]]) is nilpotent. Thus, for all n sufficiently large, we have 
(21) 
is an exact sequence of me.rmodules. Since (21) splits as me.rmodules, Proposi-
tion 3 implies that p,(t2e) = 1 + [DZnt;11(f2e.1): f2e. 1]. Thus, for any i ~ c, we 
have 
r r 
p,((!J;) = p,(m;) = L p,(m;.;) = L p,(me.;) 
r 
= L r&.)D:nt;ll(me,;)} + 1 = y@.{Dsn(me)} + r. I (22) 
i~l 
We note that if(!) is excellent, then S =me. Therefore, D8 n(f2e) = 0, and 
p,((!J;) = r for all i ~ c. This of course is the correct result in the classical case. 
We now proceed to give a differential characterization of p,((!J;) when i <c. 
It is entirely possible, as Example II shows, that c may be zero. In this case, the 
multiplicity sequence {p,((!J;)};;;,o for(!) is a constant sequence. Equation (19) gives 
us the value of this constant. We are now interested in the case where c > 0, 
and i < c. Let us assume for a moment that(!) is unibranched. Let us write m(i) 
(instead of m(i, I)) for the maximal ideal of (!Ji. Fix i < c. Since (!J;/m(i) = k is an 
infinite field, the proof of [11; (22.1 )] implies that m(i) has a transversal x. 
Clearly X is a transversal for m(i)t2;' the maximal ideal of mi. In me' we can write 
x as x = rxte + l. Here rx is a unit in k[[t]], e ~ 0, and l E Pe . We note that this 
representation of X in me is unique. Thus, we shall set v(x) = e and refer to 
v(x) as the value of x. 
We can now prove the following important proposition about the value of x. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (!) be unibranched. Suppose c > 0, and i < c. Let x E m(i) 
be a transversal for m(i). Then the following facts are true: 
® me is a free k[[x]]-module of rank v(x) p,(me)· 
@ p,(m;) = v(x) p,(me)· 
© I(f2e/k[[x]]) is a free me-module of rank v(x) p,(me)- 1. 
Proof. Let us set A = k[[x]], and 11-e = p,(me)· Since x E m(i), we observe 
that A c &; c me. We first note that X is analytically independent over k. This 
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follows immediately from the fact that x, coming from (!Ji, is not a zero-divisor 
in m;. Thus, A is a principal ideal domain contained in me. Again using the fact 
that X is not a zero-divisor in me' we easily see that me is a torsion free A-module. 
Now write x = exte + l with ex a unit in k[[t]], e = v(x) > 0 and l E Pe. 
We have already noted in the proof of Proposition 3 that me is a finitely generated 
k[[t]]-module. By [14; Thm. 2.8, p. 211], k[[t]] is a finitely generated k[[exte]]-
module. Thus, me is a finitely generated k[[x- !])-module. Since k[[x- l]] C 
k[[x, l]], we conclude that me is a finitely generated k[[x, !]]-module. But, l is 
nilpotent, and, therefore, k[[x, l]] = A[l] is a finitely generated A-module. 
Thus, me is a finitely generated, torsion free A-module. Since A is a principal 
ideal domain, we conclude that me is a free A-module of finite rank. 
Set N = [me :A]. Since k CACm; C me, we have the following inequalities: 
Since mc(xmc ,....._,me @A A(xA ~ kN, we see that the number on the left in (23) 
is just N. On the other hand, !1-(m;) = A&.(m;(xm;) = A& (mc(xmc)· Thus, we 
conclude from the inequalities in (23) that N';:::. !1-(m;). ' 
Now we can equally well write !1-(m;) = A&(mc+e(xmc+e)· As pointed out 
previously, successive blow ups of me are gotted by dividing by t. Therefore, 
X = t6 (ex + l(t6 ) in mc+e . Since ex+ l(te is a unit in mc+e, we conclude that 
xmc+e = teme+e. Thus, we have 
(24) 
The last equality in equation (24) comes from the fact that t is not a zero-
divisor in mc+e. Now k C m; C mc+e implies the following inequalities: 
(25) 
As in the proof of Proposition 3, the first and last numbers in (25) are just !1-c . 
Therefore, we conclude that A&.(mc+eftmc+e) = !1-c. Equation (24) now implies 
that !1-(m;) = e11-c = v(x)!Lc. Th~s, @ is proven. 
Let us set y = exte, and A' = k[[ y ]]. Then A and A' are both sub rings of m c . 
We have noted in Proposition 3 that me and mc+e are both free k[[t])-modules of 
rank /1-c • One easily checks that k[[t]] is a free A' -module of rank e. Therefore, 
m c and m c+e are free A' -modules of rank e11-c . We also note that m c+e is a free 
A-module of finite rank by an argument exactly the same as that presented for 
m c • Since y and x are associates in m c+e , we have the following string of isomor-
phisms: 
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k[/P<+•:Al ,..._, (!)A rv. A/ A ,..._, (!)A jx(!)A 
= e+e 0JA X = e+< e+e 
(26) 
We conclude from (26) that [mc+e :A] = eJLe. Since me is an A-submodule of 
me+e, we see that N = [me :A] ~ [mc+e :A] = eJLe. Since by (23) N;:;::: eJLe, 
we haveN = eJLe . This completes the proof of@. 
© follows trivially from the short exact sequence 
We can now characterize JL(lP;) in terms of differentials when i <c. 
THEOREM 3. Let lP satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and let c be the smallest 
nonnegative integer N satisfying the Corollary of Proposition 1. Assume c > 0. 
Then for all integers n sufficiently large and for all i < c, we have 
(27) 
Proof. Since JL(lP;) = JL(m;), we consider the blow up sequence ::J: m = 
mo-+ml-+m2-.. ···. 
We have seen in Proposition 2 that 
r r 
me = EB me.i = EB {k[[t;]] EB p(c,J)}. 
i=l i=l 
As before, we shall let 7r;: me-+ me,; be the natural projection. 
Now fix i < c. Since (!);(m(i,j) = k for every maximal ideal m(i,j) C (!)i , 
it follows from [11; (22.1)] that every open ideal in (!)i has a transversal. In par-
ticular,]; has a transversal x E ]; . xis clearly a transversal for ];m;, the Jacobson 
radical of mi. Since X is not a zero divisor in (!)e' X is not a zero divisor in me. 
Set x1 = 7r1(x). Then x1 can be written in the form x1 = rx1tjUl + 11 • Here <X; is 
a unit in k[[t1]], e(j) ;:;::: 0 and /1 E p(c,j). We note that e(j) > 0, since x E ]; • 
The theorem will now be proven by establishing four claims. Let JLc.i = 
JL(mc,;) for eachj = 1, ... , r. 
Claim I. JL(m;) = L;=l e(j) JLe,i · 
We have fL(m;) = Am.(m;(xm;) = Am (me+e(xmc+e) for e ;:;::: 0. Now take e ;:;::: 
max{e(l), ... , e(r)}. We h;ve previously ~oted that blowing up me is equivalent to 
dividing in each factor by t1 • Thus, as in Proposition 4, x is an associate of 
(te(l) t•Cr)) . (!)A Th 1 , ... , r Ill e+e . US, 
(28) 
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Now @e+e.i is a free k[[t1]]-module of rank 11-e.i by Proposition 3. Thus, a similar 
argument as used in equation (25) implies that 
Thus, Claim 1 is proven. 
We next need 
Claim 2. For all n sufficiently large, we have 
r r 
D~(@c) ~ ffi I(@e,;/&;) ~ ffi D~_(@e,;) 
l i=l i=l z 
{29) 
Here, of course, we regard @e,i as an &;-algebra via the maps &; -->-me -->- @e,J . 
Since @c is a finitely generated &-submodule of K(@), we can write @e = 
p A A 0 A A Lz~t (!)(xz/y1). Here x1 , y 1 E (!), and each y 1 ts regular. Set 2{ = Anne;((!)ef(!)). 
Then 2! is a proper ideal in both@ and @c. Also, 21 contains a regular element 
y1y 2 •·• Yv. Since 21 C m&, one easily sees that ]c@c is the radical of 21 in me. 
In particular, some power oft say tN lies in 2!. 
Now m = mme = 7T1(2!) EB ... EB 7Tr(21). Thus, t;N E 7T;(21) for allj = 1, ... , r. 
Since@ e is finitely generated over@, each@ c,i is a finitely generated 7T;( &)-module. 
Therefore, we can write me,j = "LLt 7T;(&)zz with the Zz E mc,i. One easily sees 
that I(&e,;/&) = Lz me,; 8(z1). Since k C 7T;(&) C me,;, we can write 8(z1) = 8( y 1) 
for some element y 1 in the maximal ideal m(c,j)&c,J of @e,J. Thus I(&c,;/&) = 
L~~l me.;8( Yz). Now the maximal ideal of mc,j is of the form (t;' wl , ... , wa) with 
w1 , ... , w" nilpotent. Thus, some power of (t1 , w1 , ... , wa) lies in 7T;(21). In par-
ticular, there exists an integer N' such thatyf' E7T;(21) for all l = l, ... ,p. We 
can now argue that each 8( y 1) is nilpotent. The argument is the same as in [3; 
Thm. 1] and we omit it. Thus, we conclude that each ideall(&e,;/&),j = 1, ... , r, 
is nilpotent. 
Now as noted in Theorem 2, @c = EB;~l me,i implies 
I(&cf&) = EB I(&c,i!&) EB ! I me,i @@me,ll· 
J~l i#l 
(30) 
Since@ C &; C @e, I(&ef&;) and I(&c,;/&;) are homomorphic images of I(@cf@) and 
I(&c,;/&) respectively. Thus, we have the following equality: 
I(&c!&;) = EB I(&c,;/&;) EB ~I &c,i@ @i@c,ll· 
j~l i#l 
(31) 
Since I(&c,;/&;) is a homomorphic image of the nilpotent ideal I(&c,;/&), we 
conclude that I(&c,;/&;) is nilpotent. Equation (29) now follows trivially from 
equation (31 ). This proves Claim 2. 
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Claim 3. l(cPc.Jfk[[xi]]) is a free lBc.rmodule of rank e(j)f.Lc.i- 1 for all 
j = 1, ... , r. 
Since X is not a zero-divisor in me' Xj is not a zero-divisor in mc.J. Thus, 
k[[xi]] is a principal ideal domain contained in lBc.J. The same argument as in 
Proposition 4 implies that both lBc,j and @c+e(i).i are free k[[xj]]-modules of 
finite rank. Let us fix j and set Ai = k[[xJ]], Ni = [cPc.J : AJ] and Mi = 
[cPc+eU),;: AJ]· Then Ni "(Mi. An argument similar to that employed in equa-
tion (26) gives us Mi = e(j) !Lc,i . Thus, Ni "( e(j) f.Lc.i . 
Now A1 C 7TJ(cP;) implies the following inequalities. 
A8J
1
(cPc)xicPc,i) "( /..A;(cPc.JixcPc,i) = /..k(cPc,i ®A; k) = N;. (32) 
Thus, A8J,(cPc.JfxJlBc,i) "( e(j) f.Lc.i for all j = 1, ... , r. Now from Claim 1, we 
have 
r r L e(j)f.Lc.J = f.L(cP;) = A8J (cP;/xcP;) = A8J (cPcfxcPc) = L /..g (cPc,;/xicPc.J)· 
i=l l l i=l t 
Therefore, we conclude that A'JJ,(cPc,i/x;cPc.J) = e(j) f.Lc.i for every j = 1, ... , r. 
Returning to the inequalities in (32), we conclude that N; = e(j) f.Lc.J. Thus, 
~c,j is aJree k[[xj))-module of rank e(j) !Lc,j:. Since 0-+ I(cPc,j/A~) -+ mc,j ®AI 
(!)c,j-+ @c,j-+ 0 is exact, we conclude that J((!)c.i/k[[xj]]) is a free mc.rmodule of 
rank e(j) !Lc,i- 1. This proves claim 3. 
Finally, we need 
Claim 4. l(cPc,;/k[[x;]]) ®& k "-'l(cPc,;/cP;) ®& k. 
The inclusions Aj C 7Tj(cP;) c'7T1(cPi+1) C 7T1(cPc) ~·'me,; imply that we have the 
following exact sequence of mc.rmodules: 
(33) 
In equation (33), N(7T1(cP;)) is the ideal generated by all elements of the form 
1 @A. Z- Z @A. 1 with Z E 7T1(cP;). 3 ...... J,... ..... ..... 
Now 7T1: @;-+ (!)c,i takes the identity of@; to the identity of (J; c.i . Thus, since 
lBc,i is local, we conclude that 7T;(cP;) is a local ring. Now let TJ E N(7TicP;)). We can 
write TJ in the following form: 
(34) 
In equation (34), a1 , b1 E lBc,i, and Zz E 7TJ(cP;). Since k C Ai C 7TicP;), we can 
assume, as usual, that the elements z1 , ... , zP all lie in the maximal ideal of 
7T;(cP1). Now 7T1(];cP;) is precisely the maximal ideal of 7Ti(cP;). Therefore, 
~ . ~ ~J ~ 
z 1 = 7Tl y 1) for some Yz E ];@;. Smce (J;i+I = @/!); we see that y 1 jx, ... , Yvfx are 
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elements of &i+l C &c . Thus, 1ri( ydx) E &c,i , l = 1, ... , p. Now consider the 
element ~ defined by the following equation: 
1J 
~ = L (az 0A1 bz)(1 0A; 1Ti(yzlx)- 7Tlyzlx) 0A; 1). (35) 
Z=l 
Clearly, ~ El(&c,i/Ai), and xi E Ai implies x~ =xi~= TJ· Now xi E m(c,j)&c,i. 
Thus, the equation x~ = 7J implies that if we tensor equation (33) with k we get 
the isomorphism of Claim 4. 
We can now put the claims together to prove the theorem. By Claims 4 and 3, 
I( &c,if@i) 0$ •. 
1 
k ~ k•<ilu •. ;-l, Therefore, Y&,}I(&c.if@i)} = e(j) ftc.i - 1 for all 
j = 1, ... , r. Now, from Claims 2 and 1, we get the following equations: 
r 
= L (e(j) J.Lc.i- 1) = ft(@i)- r. {36) 
i=l 
Equation (36) holds for all n sufficiently large, and thus, the proof of Theorem 3 
is complete. I 
Combining Theorems 2 and 3 gives us the stated theorem in the Introduction 
of this paper. 
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